SUPER LOOP

SITE ANALYSIS

FLEXIBLE SPOT

——AS AN CATALYST
FOR THE AGING COMMUNITY
The basic structure of the site is formed by
the main waterway and the bus road.
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Aging, is a serious problem
in the tanthop community.
Data show that the number
of people aged over 65 has
increased year by year, and
finally reaching 21% in 2021.

The new community consists of a
super loop and several extending
micro loops.
The spatial structure of the
Loop ensures the accessibility
and connectivity of each block,
and the diverse functions of the
loop provide a belt for different
experiences.

With the aging issue,
more and more regional
problems appearing in the
development of tanthop
community.
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TYPOLOGY ON DETAILED DESIGN
The spots in our plan are not really focused on designing the spots themselves,
but giving the residents the tools to design their public space. After all, residents
know best what works in their neighbourhood and what doesn’t work.
The residents are provided with 9 boxes
which can be transformed into a great variety
of public furniture with a great variety of
functions. This way residents can choose
which function serves their spot the best.
By giving the residents the boxes the public
space becomes very flexible and efficient.

PERSPECTIVE

The function of a specific spot can change very easily and
can serve a couple of different functions even during one day.
By motivating the residents to design their own public space
the residents get a feeling of ownership. This ownership will
stimulate the residents to be active in their neighbourhood and
protect the furniture they designed on their own.
The spots will be flexible and stimulate
residents to design their own public
furniture which gives the residents a
feeling of ownership.

Every spot is unique. Some of the spots are on more calm parts of our route, while others are on busy parts. The community can design their
spot to suit the needs and wishes for their specific area. The pictures are examples of ways the spots can be designed and used.

The super loop overlaps with the
public transportation lines that
pass through the community,
improving the convenience of
life; the other part is combined
with the waterfront landscape, to
create a high-quality streetwall.
Several different micro loops
combine with the surrounding
environment, to create walking
and cycling paths with different
scenery.

Shops and basic infrastructures are also
distributed along this framework. Especially
in the middle area enclosed by waterways
and bus roads, where most of the shops and
service points are distributed.

According to the activity characteristics of
the elderly, we proposed the idea of making a
loop, which can connect the residential area
and various important nodes, and set stops
as public space along the loop according to a
certain distance (300m-500m).

The loop and the current shortcut within it
can give people more convenient and safe
choice to go out and socialize with their
neighbors.

